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Tests of anomalous quartic couplings at the Next Linear Collider
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We analyze the potential of the Next Lineare1e2 Collider to study anomalous quartic vector-boson inter-
actions through the processese1e2→W1W2Z and ZZZ. In the framework of SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y chiral
Lagrangians, we examine all effective operators of orderp4 that lead to four-gauge-boson interactions but do
not induce anomalous trilinear vertices. In our analysis, we take into account the decay of the vector bosons to
fermions and evaluate the efficiency in their reconstruction. We obtain the bounds that can be placed on the
anomalous quartic interactions and we study the strategies to distinguish the possible couplings.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The impressive agreement of the standard model~SM!
predictions for the fermion-vector boson couplings with t
experimental results has been a striking confirmation of
SUL(2)3UY(1) gauge structure of the model in that sec
@1#. However, we still lack the same accuracy tests for
structure of the bosonic sector. If the gauge and symm
breaking sectors are invariant under the SUL(2)3UY(1)
gauge group, the structure of the triple and quartic vec
boson is completely determined. Thus a detailed study
these interactions can either confirm the local gauge inv
ance of the theory or indicate the existence of new phy
beyond the SM.

Presently, we have only started to probe directly the tri
gauge-boson couplings at the Fermilab Tevatron@2,3# and
CERN e1e2 collider LEP @4# through the production o
pairs of vector bosons. Notwithstanding, the constraints
these couplings are still very loose. Future hadron@5# and
e1e2, eg, andgg @6# colliders will provide further informa-
tion on these couplings and improve significantly our know
edge of possible anomalous gauge-boson interactions.

If the SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y symmetry of the model is to be
linearly realized, these studies of the triple gauge-boson c
plings will be able to furnish information on the gauge-bos
four-point functions provided that dimension 8 and high
anomalous operators are suppressed. This is the case
the breaking of the SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y symmetry takes place
via the Higgs mechanism with a relatively light elementa
Higgs boson. If, on the other hand, no fundamental lig
Higgs particle is present in the theory, one is led to consi
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the most general effective Lagrangian which employs a n
linear representation of the broken SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y gauge
symmetry. In this case the relation between the structure
the three- and four-point functions of the gauge bosons d
not hold already atp4 order, leaving open the question of th
structure of the quartic vector-boson interactions.

At present the only information on quartic gauge-bos
interactions is obtainedindirectly as they modify the gauge
boson two-point functions at one loop@7#. The precise elec-
troweak measurements both at low energy and at theZ pole,
constrains the quartic anomalous couplings to be sma
than 1023–1021 depending on the coupling.

Direct studies of quartic vector-boson interactions can
be performed at the present colliders since the availa
center-of-mass energy is not high enough for multip
vector-boson production. This crucial test of the gauge str
ture of the SM will only be possible at the CERN Larg
Hadron Collider~LHC! through the reactionpp→VLVLX
@8–10# or at the Next Linear Collider~NLC! through the
processes e1e2→VVV @11,12#, e1e2→FFVV @13#,
e2e2→FFVV @14#, eg→VVF @15#, gg→VV @16#, and
gg→VVV @17#, whereV5Z, W6, or g andF5e or ne .

In this work we analyze in detail the processese1e2

→W1W2Z andZZZ in order to assess the potential of th
NLC, with and without polarized beams, to study anomalo
quartic couplings of vector bosons. These reactions will
the most important processes to study the quartic gauge
plings at the NLC up to energies of the order of 1 Te
where the processese1e2→VVFF start to become impor-
tant @18#. We work in the framework of chiral Lagrangian
and we study allp4 operators that lead to genuine quar
gauge interactions, i.e., these operators do not give ris
triple gauge-boson vertices, and consequently are
bounded by the study of the production of gauge-bos
pairs. We extend the analysis of Ref.@11# for the custodial
SU(2)C conserving operators taking into account realis
© 1998 The American Physical Society08-1
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cuts and detection efficiencies. Moreover, we also study
nonconserving SU(2)C interactions.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

If the electroweak symmetry breaking is due to a hea
~strongly interacting! Higgs boson, which can be effectivel
removed from the physical low-energy spectrum, or to
fundamental Higgs scalar at all, one is led to consider
most general effective Lagrangian which employs a non
ear representation of the broken SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y gauge sym-
metry @19#. The resulting chiral Lagrangian is a nonreno
malizable nonlinears model coupled in a gauge-invarian
way to the Yang-Mills theory. This model independent a
proach incorporates by construction the low-energy theor
@20#, that predict the general behavior of Goldstone bos
amplitudes irrespectively of the details of the symme
breaking mechanism. Notwithstanding, unitarity implies th
this low-energy effective theory should be valid up to so
energy scale smaller than 4pv.3 TeV @21#, where new
physics would come into play.

To specify the low-energy effective Lagrangian one m
first fix the symmetry breaking pattern. We consider that
system presents a global SU(2)L ^ SU(2)R symmetry that is
broken to SU(2)C . With this choice, the building block o
the chiral Lagrangian, in the notation of Ref.@19#, is the
dimensionless unimodular matrix fieldS(x), which trans-
forms under SU(2)L ^ SU(2)R as (2,2):

S~x!5expS i
wa~x!ta

v D . ~1!

The wa fields are the would-be Goldstone fields andta (a
51,2,3) are the Pauli matrices. The SU(2)L ^ U(1)Y covari-
ant derivative ofS is defined as

DmS[]mS1 ig
ta

2
Wm

a S2 ig8S
t3

2
Bm . ~2!

The lowest-order terms in the derivative expansion of
effective Lagrangian are

L ~2!5
v2

4
Tr@~DmS!†~DmS!#1b1g82

v2

4
~Tr@TVm#!2,

~3!

where we have introduced the auxiliary quantitiesT
[St3S† and Vm[(DmS)S† which are SU(2)L covariant
and U(1)Y invariant. Notice thatT is not invariant under
SU(2)C custodial due to the presence oft3.

The first term in Eq.~3! is responsible for giving mass t
the W6 andZ gauge bosons forv5(A2GF)21. The second
term violates the custodial SU(2)C symmetry and contrib-
utes toDr at tree level, being strongly constrained by t
low-energy data. This term can be understood as the l
energy remnant of a high-energy custodial symmetry bre
ing physics, which has been integrated out above a cer
scaleL. Moreover, at the one-loop level, this term is al
required in order to cancel the divergences inDr, arising
from diagrams containing a hypercharge boson in the lo
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This subtraction rendersDr finite, although dependent o
the renormalization scale@19#.

At the next order in the derivative expansion,D54, sev-
eral operators can be written down@19#. We shall restrict
ourselves to those containing genuine quartic vector-bo
interactions, which are

L 4
~4!5a4@Tr~VmVn!#2, ~4!

L 5
~4!5a5@Tr~VmVm!#2, ~5!

L 6
~4!5a6Tr~VmVn!Tr~TVm!Tr~TVn!, ~6!

L 7
~4!5a7Tr~VmVm!@Tr~TVn!#2, ~7!

L 10
~4!5a10@Tr~TVm!Tr~TVn!#2. ~8!

In an arbitrary gauge, these Lagrangian densities lead
quartic vertices involving gauge bosons and/or Goldsto
bosons. In the unitary gauge, these effective operators
rise to anomalousZZZZ ~all operators!, W1W2ZZ ~all op-
erators exceptL 10

(4)), and W1W2W1W2 (L 4
(4) and L 5

(4))
interactions. Moreover, the interaction LagrangiansL 6

(4) ,
L 7

(4) , andL 10
(4) violate the SU(2)C custodial symmetry due

to the presence ofT in their definitions. Notice that quartic
couplings involving photons remain untouched by the ge
inely quartic anomalous interactions at the orderD54. The
Feynman rules for the quartic couplings generated by th
operators can be found in the last article of Ref.@19#.

In chiral perturbation theory, thep4 contribution to the
processese1e2→W1W2Z and ZZZ arises from the tree
level insertion ofp4 operators, as well as from one-loo
corrections due to thep2 interactions, which renormalize th
p4 operators@19#. However, the loop corrections to the sca
tering amplitudes are negligible in comparison to thep4 con-
tributions for the range of values of the couplings and cen
of-mass energies considered in this paper. Theref
numerically, our analysis is consistent even though we
glected the loop corrections and kept only the tree-levelp4

contributions.

III. LIMITS ON QUARTIC COUPLINGS

In order to study the quartic couplings of vector boso
we analyzed the processes

e1e2→W1W2Z, ~9!

e1e2→ZZZ, ~10!

which may receive contributions from anomalousWWZZ
andZZZZ interactions. For unpolarized beams and a cen
of-mass energy of 0.5~1! TeV, the SM cross section for th
production of W1W2Z, in heavy Higgs limit and before
cuts, is 43~64! fb, while the one forZZZ is 1.1 ~0.97! fb,
which is in agreement with Ref.@11#. In our calculations, we
included all SM and anomalous contributions that lead
these final states, taking into account all interferences
tween the anomalous and SM amplitudes. The scattering
plitudes were generated using Madgraph@22# in the frame-
work of Helas @23#, with the anomalous couplings arisin
from the Lagrangians~4!–~8! being implemented as
FORTRAN routines.
8-2
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TESTS OF ANOMALOUS QUARTIC COUPLINGS AT THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 034008
In our analyses, we decayed theW’s andZ’s taking into
account the gauge boson widths, spin structures, and c
lations of the scattering amplitudes. However, we neglec
SM nonresonance diagrams whose contributions are s
due to our tight reconstruction cuts given below@24#. We
required the visible final state fermions to be in the rapid
region

uhu,3

and separated by

DR5ADh21Df2.0.7.

Furthermore, we also folded in the experimental resolut
factors associated to the electromagnetic and hadronic c
rimetry:

dE

E U
em

5
0.12

AE
% 0.01eletromagnetic, ~11!

dE

E U
had

5
0.25

AE
% 0.02hadronic. ~12!

The momentum carried out by neutrinos was obtained us
energy-momentum conservation after smearing the mom
of final state quarks and charged leptons. As an illustrat
we show in Fig. 1 the effect of smearing on reconstruc
dijet invariant masses from hadronicW andZ decays.

Difermion final states (j j , l 1l 2, l 6n, andnn; with l
5e,m) were identified, in a statistical basis, as being aW or
a Z provided their invariant masses after the smearing w
in the range@25#, respectively,

F0.85MW ,
1

2
~MW1MZ!G , F1

2
~MW1MZ!, 1.15MZG .

~13!

In what follows we present our results for two differe
center-of-mass energies, 500 GeV and 1 TeV, assumin

FIG. 1. Reconstructed invariant mass distribution for a jet p
from W andZ decays. The full line only includes the effect of th
finite width while the dashed line contains also the effect of
smearing due to the experimental resolution.
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integrated luminosity of 100 fb21 for both energies. We also
study the impact of a 80% left-handed and 80% right-han
polarized electron beam while keeping the positron be
unpolarized.

A. e1e2
˜W1W2Z

We identifiedW1W2Z events through the topologies 6j ,
4 j 12l , 4j 12n, and 4j 1l 1n l , requiring two difermion
systems with invariant masses compatible with theW mass
— see Eq.~13! — and one difermion system with an invar
ant mass~or missing mass! consistent with it being aZ.
These requirements together with the kinematical cuts
scribed in the previous section are enough to reduce som
the backgrounds, such as thee1e2→W1W2e1e2 back-
ground to the 4j 12n topology well below theW1W2Z sig-
nal @11#.

Nonetheless, the above requirements are not enoug
isolate the events fromW1W2Z production for the topolo-
gies 6j and 4j 1l 1n l since there is a severe backgrou
arising from the creation of top-quark pairs. In this case,
decays of top quarks lead tobb̄ pairs which can be mistake
by a W or Z in our identification procedure:

e1e2→t t̄→W1W2bb̄.

This process has a large cross section of 600~200! fb for
unpolarized beams and a center-of-mass energy of
~1000! GeV. In order to analyze this background we gener
the full final state topologies by allowing theW bosons to
decay and imposing the cuts described above for the sig
Applying just the identification cuts reduces this backgrou
to the level of the SM contribution forW1W2Z production.
In order to further suppress it, we introduced ab-tag veto,
rejecting all events which exhibit one or more taggedb’s.

TABLE I. Cross section in fb fort t̄ events reconstructed a
WWZ. The pol 2 ~pol 1) lines correspond to 80% left-hande
~right-handed! electron beam polarization.

Topology As50.5 TeV

unpol 0.24
6 j pol 2 0.32

pol 1 0.16
unpol 0.07

4 j 1l 1n l pol 2 0.09
pol 1 0.05

TABLE II. Fraction of WWZ events that are reconstructed
WWZandZZZ for several topologies and center-of-mass energ
of 0.5/1 TeV.

Topology FWWZ% FZZZ%

6 j 50.0/41.0 0.63/0.95
4 j 12l 66.0/55.0 0.8/1.2
4 j 12n 28.0/8.0 0.2/0.2
4 j 1l n l 16.0/3.9 0.0/0.0

ir

e

8-3
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TABLE III. Values for the standard model, pure anomalous, and interference cross sections@see Eq.~14!#
for the W1W2Z production and several center-of-mass energies ande2 polarizations. The pol2 ~pol 1!
lines correspond to 80% left-handed~right-handed! electron beam polarization.

Topology ssm ~fb! 2s int
a4 ~fb! sano

a4a4 ~fb! s int
a5 ~fb! sano

a5a5 ~fb! sano
a4a5 ~fb!

As/TeV 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1!

unpol 3.94~3.32! 0.06 ~0.05! 1.21 ~2.58! 0.235~0.07! 2.26 ~6.10! 0.59 (21.93!
6 j pol 2 7.02 ~5.99! 0.0 ~0.0! 1.40 ~3.03! 0.285~0.! 2.63 ~7.12! 0.685 (22.26!

pol 1 0.97 ~0.66! 0.11 ~0.10! 1.00 ~2.13! 0.17 ~0.16! 1.88 ~5.08! 0.49 (21.61!
unpol 0.49~0.44! 0.007~0.005! 0.16 ~0.035! 0.026~0.01! 0.30 ~0.81! 0.08 (20.26!

4 j 12l pol 2 0.87 ~0.79! 0.0 ~0.0! 0.18 ~0.40! 0.03 ~0.0! 0.34 ~0.95! 0.09 (20.29!
pol 1 0.10 ~0.09! 0.015~0.012! 0.13 ~0.27! 0.02 ~0.02! 0.25 ~0.68! 0.007 (20.21!
unpol 0.86~0.23! 0.003~0.007! 0.26 ~0.29! 0.06 ~0.013! 0.58 ~0.55! 0.18 (20.22!

4 j 12n pol 2 1.52 ~0.41! 0.0 ~0.004! 0.30 ~0.34! 0.08 ~0.01! 0.68 ~0.64! 0.21 (20.26!
pol 1 0.18 ~0.05! 0.017~0.012! 0.22 ~0.25! 0.04 ~0.01! 0.49 ~0.46! 0.15 (20.18!
unpol 1.02~0.25! 0.02 ~0.004! 0.31 ~0.28! 0.06 ~0.019! 0.55 ~0.77! 0.16 (20.14!

4 j 1l n l pol 2 1.79 ~0.45! 0.0 ~0.0! 0.37 ~0.33! 0.08 ~0.017! 0.64 ~0.90! 0.18 (20.17!
pol 1 0.25 ~0.05! 0.03 ~0.01! 0.26 ~0.24! 0.04 ~0.022! 0.46 ~0.64! 0.13 (20.12!
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Assuming theb-tagging probability to be 80% at the NLC
this background is considerably reduced for the center
mass energy of 500 GeV, see Table I, and it disappears c
pletely at 1 TeV. For right-handed polarization of the ele
tron beam, despite the large suppression due tob vetoing,t t̄
production still accounts for about 20% of the SM contrib
tions to the 6j and 4j 1l 1n l topologies.

We show in Table II the fraction of trueWWZ events
passing theuhu, DR, andb-veto cuts that are reconstructe
statistically asWWZandZZZ for center-of-mass energies o
0.5 and 1 TeV. We explicitly verified that the reconstructi
probabilities are basically independent of thee2 polarization
and that the overall efficiency for reconstructingWWZ
events is around 14% at a center-of-mass energy of
GeV, when we take into account the effect of theuhu, DR,
andb-veto cuts. Furthermore, despite been very unlikely
misidentification ofWWZ events asZZZ, this is still very
serious once it generates a background for the study
anomalous couplings inZZZ production, whose cross sec
tion is much smaller than theW1W2Z one.

In general, the cross section forW1W2Z ~or ZZZ) is a
quadratic function of the anomalous couplingsa i , i.e.,

s tot5sSM1(
i

a is int
a i 1(

i j
a ia jsano

a ia j , ~14!

wheresSM stands for the SM cross section, including thet t̄
events reconstructed asWWZ, ands int

a i (sano
a ia j) is the inter-

ference ~pure anomalous! contribution. In Table III, we
present our results after applying all cuts and theW and Z
identification efficiencies as well. Since there are only t
independent Lorentz invariant structures for theWWZZver-
tices atp4 order, the couplingsa5 anda7 (a4 anda6) give
rise to identical contributions tos int

a i and sano
a ia j in W1W2Z

production. From this table we can witness that the SM c
tributions are slowly varying functions of the center-of-ma
energy, while the anomalous contributions grow rapidly,
03400
f-
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0

e
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s
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one could naively expect. Moreover, the SM background
be efficiently reduced using right-handed electrons as
polarization eliminates almost completely the contributi
where theW2 couples directly to thee2 fermion line.

In order to quantify the effect of the new couplings, w
defined the statistical significanceS of the anomalous signa

S5
us tot2sSMu

AsSM

AL, ~15!

which can be easily evaluated using the parametrization~14!
with the coefficients given in Table III.

Table IV contains the values of the quartic anomalo
couplings that lead to changes in the number of reconstru
W1W2Z events smaller than 3s, assuming an integrate
luminosity of 100 fb21 and that only one anomalous cou
pling is nonvanishing. These limits were obtained combin
events reconstructed asW1W2Z from all the topologies. It
is interesting to notice that having right-handed polariz
electrons improves the bounds in 20–30 % with respecte
the results for unpolarized beams, while the use of le
handed electrons weakens the limits. This result is in ag
ment with Ref.@11#. Moreover, the bounds improve as th
center-of-mass energy increases since the anomalous co
butions grow with energy. In general, more than one anom

TABLE IV. 3 s allowed values of the quartic anomalous co
plings obtained from the reactione1e2→W1W2Z.

As GeV e2polarization~%! a4,6 a5,7

500 0 (20.60,0.65! (20.51, 0.41!
500 280 (20.67,0.67! (20.54,0.43!
500 80 (20.43,0.53! (20.39,0.30!
1000 0 (20.43,0.45! (20.28,0.27!
1000 280 (20.45,0.45! (20.29,0.29!
1000 80 (20.29,0.33! (20.22,0.19!
8-4
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TESTS OF ANOMALOUS QUARTIC COUPLINGS AT THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D58 034008
lous coupling might be nonvanishing. In this case the co
lation among the anomalous couplings can be easily ta
into account using the full expression of Eq.~14! and Table
III.

In order to discriminate between the different couplin
we studied the kinematical distributions of the final gau
bosons. Figure 2 displays theW1W2 invariant mass spec
trum and thepT distribution of theZ in the W1W2Z pro-
duction with unpolarized beams atAs5500 GeV. We plot-
ted in this figure the standard model prediction~dotted line!
as well as the predictions fora450.65 ~dashed line! and
a550.38 ~solid line!, which are the values that lead to a 3s
signal in the total number of events for unpolarized bea
As we can see, theW1W2 invariant mass distribution fora4
presents a larger contribution at small values of theW1W2

invariant mass, whilea5 gives rise to more events wit
larger invariant masses. In principle we can use this distri
tion not only to distinguish the anomalous couplings, b
also to increase the sensitivity to the signal. However,
can only be accomplished with a higher integrated lumin
ity. On the other hand thepT distributions of theZ are very
similar in the SM and in presence of the anomalous c
plings, being the only difference the larger number of eve
in the latter case.

B. e1e2
˜ZZZ

The production cross section forZZZ final states is rathe
small and consequently just a few fermionic topologies c
be used to identify these events. We considered only the
states 6j , 4j 12l , and 4j 12n. Moreover, since the cros
sections for the production ofW1W2Z and t t̄ are much
larger then the one forZZZ, misidentified events constitut
the bulk of the reconstructed 6j events asZZZ. In fact the
cross section fort t̄ events identified asZZZ in the 6j topol-
ogy is 0.080~0.107, 0.055! fb for unpolarized~80% left-
handed, 80% right-handed polarized! electron beam at 500
GeV. Analogously to theW1W2Z case, the importance o
the t t̄ diminishes as the center-of-mass energy increases
coming negligible at 1 TeV. We present in Table V the e
ficiency for the reconstruction of theZZZ events passing the
rapidity, DR, andb-veto cuts for the above topologies an

FIG. 2. W1W2 invariant mass andpTZ distributions for unpo-
larized W1W2Z production atAs5500 GeV. The dotted line
stands for the SM result, while the solid~dashed! line represent the
casea550.38 (a450.65).
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center-of-mass energies of 0.5 and 1.0 TeV. Once ag
these efficiencies are independent of the polarization of
e2.

Table VI contains the values ofsSM, s int
a i , andsano

a ia j for
ZZZ production, taking into account theh, DR, andb-veto
cuts, as well as the reconstruction efficiencies. We inclu
in sSM, the t t̄ and W1W2Z backgrounds, which add to
approximately 75% of the 6j cross section. Atp4 order in
chiral perturbation theory, all anomalous interactions
proportional to each other since there is only one poss
Lorentz structure for the vertex which is multiplied bya4
1a512(a61a71a10). Therefore, we only present the re
sults for a4, being straightforward the generalization to th
other cases. From this table we can see that most of
reconstructedZZZ events will be observed in the 6j and
4 j 12n topologies. Furthermore, the largest anomalous c
tribution comes fromsano

a ia j , being the interference with the
SM of the same order of the SM contribution but with th
opposite sign. Analogously toW1W2Z production, the
anomalous contributions grow substantially with the incre
of the center-of-mass energy, while the SM cross sec
decreases.

We present in Table VII the 3s allowed range for genu-
inely quartic couplings that can be obtained from the non
servation of deviations at this level from the SM inZZZ
production. Despite the reduced number of events in
ZZZ channel, the bounds on the quartic couplings are at le
a factor of 2 better than the ones drawn from theW1W2Z
channel due to the smaller size of the background. On
other hand, contrary to theW1W2Z channel, beam polariza

TABLE V. Fraction of ZZZ events that are reconstructed
ZZZ for several topologies and center-of-mass energies of 0
TeV.

Topology FZZZ%

6 j 29.0/27.0
4 j 12l 390/36.0
4 j 12n 16.0/4.4

TABLE VI. Values for the standard model, pure anomalous, a
interference cross sections@see Eq.~14!# for the ZZZ production
and several center-of-mass energies ande2 polarizations.

Topology ssm ~fb! 2s int
a4 ~fb! sano

a4a4 ~fb!

As/TeV 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1! 0.5 ~1!

unpol 0.174~0.118! 0.049~0.032! 0.821~2.25!
6 j pol 2 0.259~0.198! 0.065~0.043! 0.963~2.64!

pol 1 0.091~0.038! 0.032~0.022! 0.690~1.88!
unpol 0.025~0.025! 0.017~0.012! 0.330~0.896!

4 j 12l pol 2 0.038~0.040! 0.022~0.017! 0.384~1.04!
pol 1 0.011~0.011! 0.012~0.008! 0.277~0.749!
unpol 0.039~0.012! 0.031~0.005! 0.587~0.625!

4 j 12n pol 2 0.058~0.019! 0.043~0.007! 0.686~0.726!
pol 1 0.019~0.004! 0.020~0.003! 0.493~0.519!
8-5
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tion does not lead to a substantial improvement on the att
able limits.

We display in Fig. 3 the pseudorapidity and transve
momentum distribution of theZ’s in unpolarizedZZZ pro-
duction atAs5500 GeV. As we can see, the anomalo
quartic interactions leads to more centrally producedZ’s
~smaller ^hz&) which have a slightly harderpT spectrum.
However, the number of reconstructed events is not la
enough to allow the use of cuts to enhance the anoma
contributions.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

W1W2Z andZZZ are the best channels for direct stu
of quartic gauge-boson couplings ine1e2 colliders with
center-of-mass energies up to 1 TeV. At higher energ
e1e2→W1W2 f f̄ becomes the most important process@13#.
We showed in this work that the NLC will be able to u
cover the existence of anomalous quartic couplings of
orderO(1021) for center-of-mass energies up to 1 TeV a
an integrated luminosity of 100 fb21; see Tables IV and
VII. Despite these limits being weaker or of the order of t
present indirect bounds@7#, the above processes will provid
a direct test of the quartic interactions among the ele
troweak gauge bosons. We have also shown that the use
right-handed polarized electron beam leads to better lim
on the anomalous interactions from theW1W2Z production
due to a large reduction of the SM backgrounds, even for
conservative values of thee2 polarization that we assumed

It is also important to devise a strategy to disentangle
anomalous couplings in case a departure from the SM
diction is observed. InW1W2Z production, the analysis o
the W1W2 invariant mass distribution, see Fig. 2, can
used to distinguish between the two possible structures
the WWZZvertex, one associated toa4,6 and the other re-

TABLE VII. 3 s allowed values of the quartic anomalous co
plings obtained from the reactione1e2→ZZZ.

As GeV e2polarization~%! a4,5 a6,7,10

500 0 (20.26,0.32! (20.13, 0.16!
500 280 (20.26,0.33! (20.13,0.16!
500 80 (20.25,0.29! (20.12,0.14!
1000 0 (20.17,0.18! (20.08,0.09!
1000 280 (20.18,0.19! (20.09,0.10!
1000 80 (20.14,0.15! (20.07,0.08!
d
he

83
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e

e
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or

lated toa5,7. However, we are still left with two possibilities
in both cases. At this point it is important to use the info
mation from theZZZ reaction, because the SU(2)C violating
interactions leads to a much larger excess of events for
same value of the anomalous coupling, due to the coup
structurea41a512(a61a71a10). Therefore, the combi-
nation of theW1W2 distribution and the total number o
events in both reactions is a powerful tool to separate
effects of the different anomalous couplings provided th
is enough statistics. Moreover, the comparison between
W1W2Z event rates for different polarizations can also
used to further distinguish between the couplingsa4,6 and
a5,7, since the latter are less sensitive to the electron po
ization. Finally the anomalous couplinga10 has the distin-
guished characteristics of modifying only theZZZ produc-
tion.

Note added. During the write up of this work we becam
aware of a similar study performed by T. Han, H.-J. He, a
C.-P. Yuan@26#.
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